
Best-Time
Make the best  

of your time here.

A multitude of varied bike trails for bikers of all ages meanders 
through stunning Swiss pine and larch forests and across 
alpine meadows. Whether you take an occasional breather 
on a gondola ride or just want to enjoy the vista from up high, 
the Best-Time Ticket is the perfect match for you. Our attrac-
tive 3-for-2 offer on the round trip Ticket guarantees you 
have all you need for a fantastic time on and off the trails.

Best-Time  
Ticket

3-for-2 offer for half-day or day passes with the Hannigalp cableway 
(3 × half-day or 3 × day passes). Valid for summer season 2024 use within 10 days after 
the date of issue, non-transferable, no refunds on unused trips.

Best-Time Ticket PLUS
Level up your Best-Time Ticket to a PLUS Ticket and 
get even more mountain biking adventure for your 
money. Upgrade now for only CHF 10.– to include 
one trip with the Stalden-Staldenried-Gspon cablecar. 
By the way: The PLUS Ticket can be booked as an 
upgrade for any Hannigalp cableway Ticket. 
(Not combinable with other discount offers, such as Half Fare Travelcard)

Small. But mighty. graechen.ch

Cableway 
offer 

3 for 2 

Cableway 
offer 

3 for 2 

Ready for another bike adventure?

The Gspon-Brig tour is a varied enduro jewel with views of 
the Bernese and Valais Alps. The sweeping descent over an 
exhilarating 1500 vertical meters makes the tour a unique 
experience.

The Heida round tour is a beautiful and varied all-mountain 
route that allows you to enjoy flowing singletrail descents.

Gspon Panorama Bike

Heida Loop

In the Grächen biking region you can live out your 
biking dreams. That is a promise! Experience even 
more biking fun with your Best Time Ticket PLUS in 
your luggage.

Learn more
Timetable 
Aerial cableway Stalden-
Staldenried-Gspon

1

2 Learn more

* BT = bike transportation. ** Adults Half-Fare travelcard, GA travelcard: 50% discount.
1  16 – 17.99 years | 2 6 – 15.99 years
Junior Travel Card, Children Co-Travelcard and MGPass valid, children under 6 years travel 
free of charge and only pay for bike transportation: CHF 15.– per bike/day (no single rides 
available). Tickets are available from the Grächen Tourist Office and at the Hannigalpbahn 
valley station.

Prices
3 day tickets incl. BT* Adult  | Teen1 | Child2, HT** 
CHF 88.– | 64.– | 52.–  (CHF 132.– | 96.– | 78.–)

3 half-day tickets incl. BT* Adult | Teen1 | Child2, HT** 
CHF 70.– | 54.– | 44.– (CHF 105.– | 81.– | 66.–)



Outdoor enthusiasts who prefer to spend 
their holidays on two wheels will love 
Grächen as the perfect place to enjoy 
both exciting bike trails and leisurely 
paths. Varied routes with stunning vistas 
await.

Grächen – the 
place to bike.
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Whether you are in it for the adrenaline or just the joy of  
biking – the Grächen Flowtrail is perfect for bike enthusiasts 
of all ages! This 5 km downhill adventure trail invites you to 
give it your best effort while enjoying stunning Swiss pine and 
larch forests and lush meadows. Narrow gravel flow trails 
take you down to the valley, always giving you the option to 
decide on the spot whether to go for the crazy jump or not.

Hop on your mountain bikes or e-bikes and explore Grächen 
and the surrounding area – from Zermatt to Brig – at your 
own pace, whether you are a bike crack or in it for the views. 
Follow the signs and enjoy spectacular rides through fragrant 
Swiss pine or larch forests and over vast alpine meadows!  
Or you can follow in the footsteps of biking world champions 
and cruise along dirt and gravel trails. 

No matter what bike experience you opt for: You will always 
be rewarded with a phenomenal view of the alps. What more 
do you need to have the time of your life? From the bottom 
station, not far from the Grächen village square, you can 
comfortably reach the perfect starting point for exciting 
mountain bike tours thanks to the Hannigalp cableway.

Flowtrail
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This easy loop is not too technical and gives nature-loving 
bike enthusiasts the opportunity to get to know the trails 
around Grächen. Your bike will carry you over wide, rolling 
forest paths, sharp ascents, rooty downhills and narrow 
singletracks. Lake Grächen and the Kneipp facilities in Taa 
will give you a chance to recharge. Once you arrive at 
Bärgji, you can park your bike and enjoy the spectacular 
view of the surrounding peaks, from the Matterhorn to the 
Bietschhorn. Back on your bike, you will eventually reach 
the Hohtschuggen viewpoint, where you can let your gaze 
wander all the way down to the Rhone valley – even the 
Aletschgletscher is visible from here.
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This extreme trail lets you showcase your skills, all while  
enjoying the unique view of the Ried Glacier, the Weisshorn, 
Brunegghorn and Bishorn mountains. The Mattsand Enduro 
Route is the perfect match for adrenaline junkies, featuring 
many narrow singletrails, some with exposure. This trail is  
not for the faint-hearted! On your well-serviced bikes, you 
skillfully maneuver over challenging, ever-changing terrain.  
The perfect place to blow off some steam.

Mattsand Enduro Trail

Grächen Loop

Mountain bike trails

Tip

Family restaurant Hannigalp 
After biking, treat yourself to some local specialties on the 
restaurant’s spacious terrace and enjoy the natural surroun-
dings and views.

Let’s go!

Hannigalp cableway 
timetable
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